Forensic Science						Name-
								Date-



				Mentoring Project


	This project will be done in lieu of a final.  It will consist of preparing a lesson on a topic in Forensic Science and teaching it to a 7th grade class at East Hills Middle School.

Lesson:	20-30 minutes in length

	*   Short Paper- Basic introduction  to the topic and its history in connection with Forensic Science, scientific tests used, information obtained and case studies which used this type of information ( 1-2 type written pages).
	*   Short Bibliography-   minimum of three sources.
	*   Presentation-   (5-10 minutes)- multimedia may be used such as a video or power point.
	*  Short Laboratory or Demonstration- ( 10-15 minutes)-  Prepare for 30 students.  Include and actual lab or demo to do with the class and give them and myself a printed version. as well as materials needed to do the lab.
	*   Visuals-  bring visuals to the class for the students to browse through such as books, posters, photos, objects.
	
********* All parts of the presentation must be  appropriate for 7th graders!!!1

********   The finished project must be  approved by me before presentation!!!

********   Mr. Hunter will accompany you to East Hills and will be part of the grading process.


Topics:   Choose any of those listed below or another topic ( approved by me)

	*Fingerprints				*DNA profiling
	*Blood/Body Fluids			*Crime Scene
	*Blood Spatter			*Drug testing/ Toxicology
	*Handwriting/Documents		*Impressions ( bite marks, tool marks, etc.,)
	*Computer Crimes			*Use of Photography in For. Sci.
	*Using Physical Evidence to convict- using a case study , show how evidence was able to convict a suspect.
	* Make no bones about it- Physical Anthropology, using bones to identify a person by gender, race, height, and age.
	* Time of Death- using insects, body temperature, etc. 
	* Hair/fiber analysis.


Group ( 3 )-  ___________________________,  ____________________________, 

______________________________________
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Time Line:

	Group chosen by- _______________

	Topic chosen by- _______________

	Short paper/bibliography by -  _________________

	Presentation approved by- _________________

	Presentation given- ___________________



***************************************************************************************************

				Rubric

Short Paper   					points

clear, concise description of topic			50

well written, good grammar, well
formed sentences and paragraphs		25

good examples and explanations of
how the evidence is used in investigations	50

Bibliography- correct form, good sources	25
							____
							150


Pre-Presentation					points

talk meets times limit requirements,
and covers topic in an appropriate manner
to 7th graders					50

Lab/demo clearly shows the topic and its
usefulness in forensics				50

good choice of visuals				20
        							____
							120
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Presentation						Points

Talk- clearly presented to class, shows
a working of topic					50

Lab/demo- exhibits a knowledge of 
technique/method					50

Materials for lab/demo well prepared		30

Visuals- successfully interacted
with students using visuals explaining
the items on display				50
							_____
							180


Final total points = 450 points 

